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ABSTRACT 
 
Global Positioning System (GPS) was analyzed in terms of its repeatable accuracy, UTM projection 
for 2D plane coordinate system, satellite visibility performance and the horizontal dilution of 
positioning (HDOP).  The principle of Dead Reckoning together with body coordinate system 
transformation was introduced.  The complementary performance of GPS and DR, and GPS/DR 
integration using gyroscope and accelerometer were given.  Test results were demonstrated that the 
repeatable accuracy of GPS alone is about 10 meters in open air, and DR can provide continuous 
positioning output within sufficient accuracy when GPS signal is outage.   
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 INTRODUCTION 
 
Car navigation system is one of important sub-system in Intelligent Transport System (ITS), which 
utilizes the positioning and information technologies to improve the traffic flow, decrease the traffic 
congestion, decrease the energy wasted and environment pollution [1].   In a car navigation system, 



the positioning, data transmission, map displaying are the main three parts for providing the control 
center with the real-time position and status of the car for traffic information generation and route 
guidance.  Amongst all of them, the positioning is the basic component for car navigation system 
and even for other sub-systems in ITS such as Commercial Vehicle Operation and Advanced Public 
Transport System. 

GPS has much better accuracy without SA(selected availability) and can work in all weather, at any 
time of the day, and under specified conditions of radio-frequency interference, signal availability.  
It is a passive satellite based positioning method which has been widely used in management of land 
vehicle for some years.  It uses at least 4 or 3 satellites for 3-dimension or 2-dimension positioning 
separately.   But GPS alone is not always sufficient especially when the car runs in an environment 
with tall buildings or trees.  When the satellite number GPS receiver tracked is less than three or 
four, the position will also not be given if there is no additional information as compensation.  
Many aided positioning methods such as DR (Dead Reckoning), wireless aided were adopted in car 
navigation system [2] to provide continuous position output.    

In comparison to DR aided methods, wireless aided methods are still dependant on the radio 
environment, while Dead Reckoning is one stand-alone positioning system if the original location 
and heading was given.  However its error will accumulate over time.  So DR alone is not enough 
for vehicle navigation with randomicity and for a long time.   

In this paper, GPS is analyzed in terms of its repeatable accuracy, UTM projection for 2D plane 
coordinate system.  The principle of Dead Reckoning together with body coordinate system 
transformation is introduced in the next section.  Based on the complementary performance of GPS 
and DR, simple integration of the sensors is introduced using gyroscope and accelerometer.  When 
GPS solution is available, it is used for DR ensors calibration or error estimation, DR provides the 
position output as a substitute during GPS’s outage.  Test results are given in corresponding section 
for GPS and DR individually. 
 
 

TEST OF GPS  

GPS is an all-weather, worldwide, continuous coverage satellite-based radio-navigation system.  
GPS receivers measure the time delays and decode messages from in-view satellites to determine the 
information necessary to complete position and time bias calculations.  The accuracy of the position 
and time solutions obtainable from a GPS receiver is the product of the two factors: 

(1) UERE: user equivalent range error 

UERE depends on the quality of the broadcast satellite signals and will vary between satellites 
and also from time to time. It also depends on receiver/processor designs and can therefore vary from 
equipment to equipment.  



(2) DOP: dilution of precision  

DOP is a geometric quantity depending on the relative positions of the user and the visible satellites. 
High values of DOP cause small range measurement errors to become large positional errors.  
Denoting the measure accuracy by σ (i.e. the standard deviation), the positioning accuracy follows 
from the product of DOP and σ .  For two-dimensional Cartesian plane car navigation system, the 
position accuracy can be described as shown in equation (1).  

var( ) var( )x y HDOPσ+ = i                          (1) 

HDOP is a specific definition of DOP for horizontal positioning, var (x) and var (y) are variance of 
east and north coordinates of the position. In general, if more satellites are visible, the standard 
deviation of horizontal positioning is smaller with smaller HDOP and same σ . Figure 1-4 is HDOP, 
Satellite Number, the changing of latitude and longitude in one static test result (11:13:58-19:01:17).   

 
Figure 1 Visible satellite VS Time            Figure 2 HDOP VS Time 

GPS receiver provides WGS 84 coordinates, which is an ECEF geodetic coordinates whose 
semi-major axis length (i.e. a) equals 6378137.0 m, semi-minor axis length (i.e. b) equals 
6356752.3142m.  In WGS 84 coordinate system, one point is presented as (latitude, longitude, 
altitude).  

For transforming the longitude and latitude into plane Cartesian coordinate system, Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) is widely used as a conformal mapping and cylindrical projection [3].  

For a given point (lat, lon), the transformation equation is as  

1( , , 0)e f lat lon lon=                                     (2) 

2 ( , )n f lat lon=                                       (3) 



e and n are east and north coordinate in UTM projection respectively.  Lon0 is the central meridian 
longitude.   

     
Figure 3   Latitude VS Time            Figure 4   Longitude VS Time  

For GPS, there are three kinds of accuracy which describes the system performance named 
predictable accuracy, repeatable accuracy and relative accuracy.  Amongst them, the repeatable 
accuracy is often used for evaluating the positional solution in car navigation system as the true 
coordinate value of each point is not known accurately in the car trace.  It means that the accuracy 
with which a user can return to a position whose coordinates have been measured at a previous time 
with the same receiver.  

As US government cancelled SA from May of 2000, the repeatable accuracy of SPS is much better 
than that with SA was on.  Figure 5 shows the test result corresponding to  Figure 1-4 and the 
mean value is set to (0,0) in UTM projection.  The CEP and RMS is 11.8m, 15.2m individually.  
Figure 6 shows the dynamic test result (HDOP<1) and the mean value is set to (0,0).   

   
Figure 5   Static test result.               Figure 6   Dynamic test result  

 
 



PRINCIPLE OF DEAD RECKONING 

DR is autonomous positioning in the condition of the original point coordinates and direction are 
given.  So it utilizes distance, direction changing during a time interval for recursive process.  
Principle of DR is shown as Figure 7 [4].  Here it is assumed that there is no change of distance and 
direction during sampling interval.  

Let 0 0( , )x y  and 0θ  is the coordinate and the direction of vehicle original point, where it is 
assumed GPS signals are blocked.  Distance and direction changing is provided by corresponding 
sensors and named is and iθ  separately, then the recursive process is as follows:  

1 0 0θ θ θ= + ∆    1 0 1 1cosx x s θ= + ⋅   1 0 1 1siny y s θ= + ⋅                        (4) 

2 1 1θ θ θ= + ∆    2 1 2 2cosx x s θ= + ⋅   2 1 2 2siny y s θ= + ⋅                       (5) 
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In a modern approach to dead reckoning, body frame acceleration, velocity, or distance and heading 
are measured electronically. If the velocity is measured, instantaneous navigation-frame velocities 
are computed at a high rate based on the measured heading and the body-frame velocity. The 
navigation-frame velocities are then integrated to determine the navigation-frame positions. The 
differential equations describing the ideal mechanization of this approach are.   
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Where ϕ  is the angle from the navigation north axis to body u axis measured positively in the 
right-hand sense around the navigation-frame down axis (i. e. true heading), (n, e) are the north and 
the east position components, (u, v) are the components of vehicle velocity in the body frame shown 
as in Figure 8.  If one - dimensional velocity sensor is used, let v = 0. 

From the principle of DR, the sensors that comprise the DR system can be classified as either sources 
of distance or sources of heading information. Distance information can be acquired from odometer 
of vehicle itself, or longitudinally mounted accelerometers. Possible sources of heading information 
include magnetic compasses and gyroscopes. So there are many different sensor configurations for 
DR system such as gyroscope and odometer or gyroscope and accelerometer [5]. An accelerometer is 
a self-contained device while an odometer must be fixed to the shaft of some wheels which can make 
some inconveniences at times.  
 



 

                                               
Figure 7    Principle of DR ( 00 =θ )               Figure 8 Body coordinate system of DR  

 
 

GPS/DR INTEGRATION 
 

The integration of GPS/DR comprises of GPS receiver, gyroscope and accelerometer (Figure 9). 
These sensors’ raw data are acquired via serial port and I/O (input/output) port of the 
micro-controller. For gyroscope and accelerometer sensor, the A/D (analog /digital) converter and 
optional operational amplifier is needed. GPS receiver is used for providing the position of the car, 
calibrating the DR sensors for decreasing the accumulative error for a long time, and providing the 
original point for DR algorithm when the visible satellite number is 3 or more. Gyroscope and 
accelerometer are used to compensate the GPS’s outage. The data processing flow chart is shown in 
Figure 10.  
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Figure 9 Block diagram of GPS/DR integration          Figure 10 Data processing flow chart  

The calibration of DR sensors is mainly for their error estimate including the bias and noise. The 
simplified calibration process can be described as follows.  Given that the acceleration and angle 
rate from accelerometer and gyroscope at one time epoch it are written in equation (8), (9):  

aaa δ+=                                             (8) 

δωωω +=                                             (9) 
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Where ω,a  are the measured value of acceleration and angle rate, ω,a are the ideal value, δωδ ,a  
are the error of sensors.  Assuming that there is no acceleration and angle rate changing during the 
sample interval, so the velocity of car at time ttt ii ∆+=+1 will be  

tavtatavtavv ttt ∆⋅+=∆⋅+∆⋅+=∆⋅+= + δδ 1                       (10) 

and the heading at time 1+it will be 

tttt ttt ∆⋅+=∆⋅+∆⋅+=∆⋅+= + δωϕδωωϕωϕϕ 1                          (11) 

based on the measurement of DR sensors.  Where ϕ,v  are from DR recursive process, 

11 ,,, ++ tttt vv ϕϕ  are from GPS.  The error of DR sensors δωδ ,a  can be estimated on line when 
GPS signal is available.   

The test was conducted in Singaporean highway and urban areas, where there are two tunnels. The 
test trajectory for GPS availability performance and the DR compensation is shown in Figure 11 and 
the corresponding visible satellite number in Figure 12. GPS receiver can not give the position when 
the visible satellite number is less than 3 where DR can provide continuous position for the mobile 
vehicle.  
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
GPS has been widely applied in car navigation system as the positioning method. However, GPS 
receiver can’t give continuous position when visible satellite is not enough because of tall buildings, 
foliages or tunnels. DR is self-contained positioning system while it needs initialization and its error 
accumulates over time. So GPS/DR integration is a complementary way that can provide continuous 
position output for the car even GPS signals are blocked for a short time.  DR sensors’ error 
estimation also can be done using Kalman Filter if the sensors’ accurate dynamics model is described 
successfully, which is the future work for GPS/DR integration in the car navigation system.  



  
Figure 11 trajectory of test in Singapore   Figure 12 visible satellite number during the moving  
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